Introduction
We wish to examine in this note the relativistic bagie 2 of recent generalisations of Signer's supermultiplet theory to elementary particle physics. We start with the assumption that so far as the relativistic and internal-symmetry structures are concerned it is sufficient to start with an elementary raultiplet of Dirac spinors -elementary in the sense that it corresponds to the fundamental representation of the internal symmetry concerned. More specifically for the internal symmetry group U(3), this fundamental representation corresponds to a Dirac set of three (J3akata-like) quarks. Our assumption then amounts to saying that so far as group theory is concerned all particles can "be considered as composed from Dirac quarks.
There are three questions to "be studied:
(A) The structure of the "algebras" formed from the Dirac matrices and the internal symmetry generators "T • The relevant matrices are unimodular -4-for a Lorentz metric /one must therefore first resort to the "unitary trick" of Veyl, i.e., go to a Euclidean metric, generalise U*(2) ,u"(2) to U + (6) and U~(6) and then pass tack 4 to the Lorentz metric . Adopting an obvious nomenclature we shall call U (6) the homogeneous symmetry group:in contrast to the inhomogeneous groups we consider in the next section.
"Algebras" of the second kind "based on the inhomogeneous rather than the homogenous Lorentz group are generated if we combine general relativistic "spin operators" with the T 's. The "spin operators" are products of the Dirac Matrices with momentum) one example is the set of the Pauli-Lubanski operator (which in the rest-frame of a particle give its intrinsic spin),
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A new U(6) algebia is generated "by the 36 quantities ~T , t*^ I
Since MS (like O~u.yf ) commute with 7 C , it is also possible to set up the groups \J^ (6) with the generators Kow the i^'s are only one example of the general class of 5 "spin-operators". Another operator has been described by Calogero this is the tensor For a free Dirac particle, Calogero shows that the "even" components of the t*Xi, and W*y (in the Foldy-WouthuyBen sense) represent respectively
Here ff* and <T are the longitudinal (along £ ) and transverse components of spin 0" , In the rest-frame therefore W^ and possess the same physical significance. In a future paper we hope to come hack to the complete algehra of these spin operators
3.
Invariance of the where the summation is to "be carried over v-s. f to 8. The conclusion therefore is that so far as the free Lagrangian is cm*.
concerned, the group U^-(6) is the only which leaves the w Lagrangian invariant; TJ * (6) leaves the kinetic energy term unchanged hut not the mass term, while for the covariant.
groups U* (6) (defined with Dirac matrices &u*j etc., rather than the spin matrix V^u.) the free Lagrai^an possesses no specially desirable transformation character.
(B) The Interaction Lagrangian
It is at this stage that our difficulties start. It has so far appeared impossible to construct an interaction Lagrangian involving a product of a finite number of field operators which is invariant for U^j-{6) or 11^, (6) . It would seem therefore that 1^, if IT (6) is a relatively exact symmetry of nature, only an S-matrix type of theory oan be constructed for it.
t.
On the other hand for the group structures U 1 (6) We have omitted writing the meson equivalents of the fermion kinematic-energy in eq.(ll) for the sake of "brevity.
Conclusions
To summarise the situation in respect of. combining the Lorentz with the internal symmetry groups, we succeed in writing down a complete field-theoretic formalism provided we extend the algebra 
